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About This Game

In Kingdom Defense you have to be in the role of the commander of the defense of the kingdom. You will have to keep defense
using three towers, soldiers, traps and a variety of improvements for them. For a successful level you need to hold out under the

pressure of hostile troops, not allowing him to get to the territory of the kingdom.
At each level you have to build your own strategy defense and develop it as the onset of the enemy and accumulation of stocks

to improve their defensive turn.

Features:
A variety of opponents

Several types of defensive structures
12 different levels
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Title: Kingdom Defense
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Mikhail Melnikov
Publisher:
Mikhail Melnikov
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English,Russian
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yeah this game is aesthetic and all but the whole stanic ritual thing is kinda ehhhhhh. very yellow much wow.
got it for free 10/10 would bang again. Finished the game in 2 hours so I will not be writing a full review.
The graphics are fine, you can choose from 3 options- Low, Medium, High.
It's a bowling game... + Zombies + Powerups + Smooth gameplay = This game.
The A.I. Of the game is pretty easy, beat the story mode with loosing 1 or 2 times.
I suggest picking this game up when it's on sale. Fun short time waster.. Funny and interesting. Has a lot of glitches but its
clearly still a beta demo. Definitely worth a play and I can't wait till a full release gets launched.. Poland is space♥♥♥♥♥♥.
Eddie Gluskin is my supreme gentleman <3. Well It's complete (at least until more DLC comes out)
While this game has plenty of naughty bit for the pervy types out there, it's actually very fun to play with a unique development
system that encourages you to upgrade your equipment.
SPOILER Don't sell off all the goodies you find as you may need them for other crafting items.
Also tho it is not over apparent you can redo some of the quests mutiple time. If they are in white for me after completing them
once, you can do them again if you choose.
The publisher HappyHand is very helpful with questions in the discussions group, so if you get very stuck drop him/her a note,
but I will say that appears that others may be able to support you also.
. This is a game for anyone who has ever watched WWE and thought, "Well, even I could write something better than that." The
game is is deep with something of a learning curve, but it is also very rewarding. The Grey Dog Software forums are extremely
helpful in regards to getting help and downloading all sorts of mods for the game, which are also very easy to install. While there
is a newer version of TEW available through the website, getting this for $15.99 on Steam is a steal.
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This game seems like it could be fun, but there is no guide for the mouse and keyboard controls, only for the controller controls.
Please fix.. Although, the game is already in beta state, it is much unfinished yet.
Looks like it tries to be a bit like The Long Dark, however it falls short on that.

Cons:
 - very short main story line, even side quest do not add much to that
 - some side quest are broken (e.g. Isaac quest was finished, despite the fact I haven't fight him, or I could not get into bunker
secured by ciphers, despite finding them)
 - game breaking bugs (e.g. "feezing" the character in the midle of the fight, or blocking him behind doors or obstacles)
 - some locations seems to be unfinished (e.g. there is something to operate on, but nothing happens)
 - fighting mechanics feels cumbersome, and bugged (often weapon hits are not registered)
 - not well optimized (e.g. sometimes visual lags in fights or while running)

Thus, I personally do not advice this game in its current state for solo play if one wants to have miningful.
However, the game has solid potential, and once finished may be worth to play.. Very interesting concept, I love watching the
AI evolving, and building my own cute creatures. Fun times.. It's just Royal Defense with boats...
Can only advise this to players that have never played a tower defense game before.. Okay I came into this game with very low
expectations. The "Mostly Negative" Reviews had me very wary and thinking I might refund this game. But It looked interesting
enough that it was on my wishlist and it was on sale. Now... I don't get the hate. It's a trial and error factory production game.
You have to try and figure out multiple things and create machines that will let you sell it. I find it a lot of fun and it is pretty
fun in spurts. It's worth the full price I'd say.
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